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Rubio Monocoat inteRioR
Revolutionary technology:

colours and protects your wood in 1 single layer! 
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I n T e R I o R

Keep your floor
in optimal shape!
Although the RMC Oil Plus and the RMC Oil 
Plus 2C basically offer an exceptional durable 
finish, extra protection can be offered in heavily 
visited areas through regular maintenance with 
High Traffic Protection. Your floor hereby keeps 
its optimal protection, no matter the intensity of 
the use!

Since the opening of the Hermitage in 
Amsterdam the floor treated with Rubio 
Monocoat Oil 2C was walked on by more than 
630,000 visitors. The only “maintenance”: mop 
1x week with water and High Traffic Protection. 
Ask for our maintenance brochure for a 
complete summary.
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SoMe RefeRenceS

Bert’s - Airport Paris Orly South - France
Palais de Justice - Mons - Belgium

Blazaer Safari Lodge - Windhoek - SA
Hermitage - Amsterdam - The Netherlands

Uniqlo shop - Paris - France
Swedbank - Vilnius - Lithuania

CNIT - Paris - France
Ambassade de France - Brussels - Belgium

Nevy - Amsterdam - The Netherlands
Musée Picasso - Antibes - France

Hotel Catalonia Catedral - Barcelona - Spain
Library of Genk - Genk - Belgium
Drugstore Publicis - Paris - France

Hotel Shattuck Plaza - Berkeley - CA
W Hotel - Dallas - USA

Main office G-star Raw - Amsterdam - The Netherlands
Seeko’o Hotel - Bordeaux - France

Raffells Hotel - Seychelles
Michelangelo hotel - Johannesburg - SA
Maw Nature Reserve Lodge - Botswana

Hotel Four Seasons - Biltmore - USA
Ecole d’architecture de Paris - Paris - Francewww.rubiomonocoat.com

muylle-facon
a PassIon foR WooDTReaTmenT sInce 1962

Muylle Facon was founded in 1906 as a manufacturer of high-quality putty and is now 
an important producer of waterproof products, coatings and sealers, impermeable and 

impervious to water, and other specialties for buildings.
It’s first range of wood treatment products was launched in 1962: 

Teintécire: Waterbased colourstain with warm colours, 
which provides a nice gloss and antique look.

Ciraneuf: Liquid or solid beeswax based on turpentine.
Boizaneuf: Paint remover.

The close collaboration between the laboratory, the sales-team and the applicators has 
resulted in the development of the unique Rubio®MONOCOAT range.

Rubio is a Registrated Trademark of Muylle-Facon.



Exceptional projects deserve a durable finish, whereby the decorative aspect should not be overlooked. 
An easy application method and quick walkability are also important, especially with projects where the 
execution has to be done under time pressure. Rubio Monocoat oil Plus 2c has all the assets. 

Rubio Monocoat oiL PLuS 2c
New generation: with drying accelerator. Rubio Monocoat Oil Plus 2C is available in 40 attractive and fade-resistant colours. 

All of the colours can be blended.

OIL PLUS 2C
B

ACCELERATOR

OIL PLUS 2C
A

QuicK and duRabLe StRength buiLd uP: 

RMC Oil Plus 2C is a 2-components system, 
consisting of RMC Oil Plus (A) and RMC Accelerator (B).

All the characteristics of the RMC Oil Plus also apply to the 2 component version. 
The wood is coloured via molecular binding and protected in one single layer, 
while the wood keeps its natural appeal, plus:

- a quicker strength build up
- extra wear and tear resistance
- a quicker hardening - 80 % after 2 days
- a shorter ‘dry’ maintenance period:
 after 6 days you can clean with soap and water. 

Available in over 40 attractive standard colours.

This makes this product the perfect partner 
of the implementation of your projects!
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Walnut

Olive

White

COttOn White

aqua

BiSCuit

natural

SmOke

Super White

Saphire

OySter

Oak

SmOked Oak

dark Oak

miSt

Silver grey

griS Belge

CaStle BrOWn

pine

ChOCOlat

Slate grey

Sky grey

havanna

titan grey

iCe BrOWn

CharCOal

antique BrOnZe

emerald

Savanna

Citrine

BlaCk

Cherry

ruBy

pure

Cherry COral

padOuk

mahOgany

vanilla

piStaChiO

These colours are merely indicative. 
It is always recommended to make a sample in order to see the exact colour.

RMc oiL PLuS 2: aPPLication
aPPly - leave To seTTle - Remove eXcess oIl

Before use, please read the technical data sheet and the extensive manual.
www.rubiomonocoat.com

1. APPLY 

After hoovering, treat the surface with RMC Cleaner to 
thoroughly remove any fine dust. Leave to dry. Apply some 
oil using a brush or lint-free cotton cloth. Start at the edges, 
continue in the lengthwise direction of the beams, and in 5 
to 10 m2 areas. Use a beige pad to spread the oil.

2. LEAVE TO SETTLE 

Leave the oil to settle a few moments, so it can establish a 
molecular junction with the upper wood fibres.

3. REMOVE EXCESS OIL

After the settling period, remove any excess oil using a 
white pad. 
Correct dryness = the surface is touch dry and all streaks 
have disappeared. Maximum application time per area 
(applying - settling - removing) - 15 to 20 minutes. This 
application time must not be exceeded. 

Repeat Step 1 to 3 per +/- 5 - 10 m2 area:
Apply, leave to settle, remove oil. Finish full surface with 
white pad. The surface is serviceable after 24 hours. 


